AND STILL TO COME... events in the making

Taipei Poetry Festival  September
Taipei City Cultural Affairs Bureau and CTOT have been desperately seeking willing and eager candidates to participate in Taipei's annual Poetry Festival. We are still confirming details for possible candidates.

More Film Series  September and beyond
CTOT has a variety of NFB, V-tape and other films in the process of being loaned to cultural centres and Universities around Taiwan.

Contemporary Artists Taiwan/Canada  Taichung, November or December
A joint show of Canadian and Taiwanese contemporary artists, featuring installation art in a unique public setting.

Canadian Aboriginal Pow Wow Dance Tour  Island wide, Spring 2002
What was to be a small scale visit by a Pow Wow Dance group snow-balled into a large sized, touring event. After budgeting, scheduling and all around delays, the visit has been postponed to spring 2002, pending confirmation of local support.